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 | 
Owner: BXS-PMS
1. Applicant
The applicant requests in its capacity as bank or securities dealer to be admitted as a member of SIX x-clear.
Type of business:
2. SIX x-clear services
Requested mode of membership:
GCM applicants: Please enclose with your application a list of connected NCMs, if already known.
The applicant requests that SIX x-clear as Central Counterparty performs clearing for transactions on the following platforms:
Equities/ETFs
Fixed Income
3. SIX SIS membership for clearing services
In order to be admitted as a member of SIX x-clear, admission as a participant of SIX SIS is also required. SIX SIS acts as the custodian for default fund collateral in the clearing relationship between SIX x-clear and its members:
4. Applicant contact details
Contact person I (person responsible for the application process)
Contact person II
Contact person for technical coordination
5. Signatures
The present applicant form for admission as a member of SIX x-clear must be signed by a legally authorized person.
The applicant hereby confirms•         that it shall meet all requirements pursuant to SIX x-clear's rules;•         that it has obtained admission as member of the selected trading venues;•         that it shall, together with this application form, submit the confirmation(s) received from the stock exchange(s) with regard to the applicant's         admission as member of the stock exchange(s);•         that it has received all the necessary licences and permissions from official and supervisory bodies;•         the information submitted to SIX x-clear is accurate and complete.
Name of signatory in block letters:
Title:
If the space available is not sufficient, the applicant may note further details on a separate sheet with the title "Continuation of the question ..." and enclose this sheet with the application form.
Please send the completed form by registered mail to your local SIX x-clear representative.
Should you have any questions, your local SIX x-clear representative will be glad to assist. The contact details are mentioned in the list of SIX SIS contacts published at www.six-group.com > Products & Services > The Swiss Stock Exchange > Post-Trade > CCP Clearing > Contacts.
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